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• Why VR?
– A technological frontier of human experience
– Emerging technology with decreasing cost and increasing utility
– Applications:
w Meetings
w Heritage and tourism
w Games, film, TV, music, radio
w Education and training
w Healthcare

• Why sound?
– An ever-present, powerful and informative sense, life’s oldest distal modality
– Audition: fine temporal resolution, fully immersive (4p) view, ~30 auditory bands
– Vision: fine spatial resolution, a wide frontal view, 3 colours
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• Why reverb?
– Reverb is classically used to increase a source’s loudness and enhance clarity
– Reverb contextualises the space, room size and reverberance
– Reverb major cue for indicating source distance and orientation, conveys scene width and 

depth

• Challenges/opportunities
– To enhance presence
– To shape musical aesthetics
– To offer access to heritage experiences
– To capture realism
– To adapt for artistic purposes
– To engage with interactivity
– To learn about human perception
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• Acoustical capture
– Direct approach for physical environments
– Requires acoustical equipment (time/kit)
– Susceptible to interfering noise constraints

• Visual capture
– Indirect approach to estimating the acoustics
– Requires camera equipment
– Susceptible to poor lighting, occluded line of sight
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• Target VR media production of realistic scenes
• Plausibility (single-ended) ≠ authenticity or fidelity (double-ended)

• Perceived quality
– Aesthetic goal of reverb
– Tied to overall quality of experience

• Spatial impression
– Sets the stage for events to unfold 
– Maintains suspense of disbelief in the storytelling illusion

• Contribution
– Compares acoustical and visual pathways to capture real-world room reverberation
– Integrates spatial reverberation methods within VR environment
– Subjectively evaluates results for spatial impression and perceived quality
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Methods

From acoustic signals

From visual captures
[1] Remaggi et al., “Estimation of room reflection parameters for a reverberant spatial audio object”, AES Conv, 2015
[2] Franck & Fazi, “VISR: A versatile open software framework for audio signal processing”, AES Conf on Spatial Reproduction, 2018
[3] https://resonance-audio.github.io/resonance-audio/
[4] Remaggi et al., “Reproducing real world acoustics in virtual reality using spherical cameras”, AES Conf on IIA, 2019
[5] https://steamcommunity.com/steamvr



Acoustic capture: Reverberant Spatial Audio Object (RSAO)

Remaggi et al., “Estimation of room reflection parameters for a reverberant spatial audio object”, AES Conv, 2015
Coleman et al., “Object-based reverberation for spatial audio”, JAES, 2017



Methods

From visual captures



Visual capture

360 stereo image pair Depth estimation

Object segmentation 3D room layout reconstruction

Acoustic material mappingVR scene with spatial audio



Visual capture into VR scene with spatial audio

bed books ceiling chair floor furniture objects

picture sofa table TV unknown wall window

Room geometry with object labels Reconstructed room geometry with texture



Captured environments used in the subjective tests

Environment Room Size RT60
(250Hz – 8kHz)

Courtyard (CY) 10.10 x 19.00 x -- m3 688 ms

Kitchen (KT) 6.64 x 3.46 x 2.67 m3 350 ms

Meeting Room (MR) 4.3 x 5.6 x 2.3 m3 270 ms

Studio 1 (S1) 14.6 x 17.1 x 6.5 m3 913 ms
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Spatial Impression: interface



Spatial Impression: results with 16 (20) participants
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Overall Quality: results with 16 (20) participants
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• We have proposed two approaches to capture real-world acoustics into VR: 
– an audio based method (i.e. RSAO) and a visual-based method

• As renderers in VR, we tested Google Resonance and Steam Audio

• Results from subjective tests confirmed that the acoustic method performed best

• Visual methods showed good performance with both renderers
– participants rated them better able to create a plausible spatial impression than an 

inconsistent room

• Future work could extend this study to other rooms and software, and evaluate with 3DoF 
and 6DoF interaction

Conclusions

Thank you — any questions?


